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   From the encouragement given me by
 Col. Burrr, I have waited with the most
 anxious impatience for the promised visit of
 my very esteemed friend Col. Wadsworth.__ He,
 so kindly interesting himself in my favour
 inspires me with a confidance in his friendship,
 which affords me unspeakable pleasure, and   
 heightens
 my wish to see him__ Expressions of gratitude
 and thanks are faint returns; I will not at-
 -tempt them, sensible the satisfaction of
 assisting the friendless is more gratifying
 to the benevolent mind of my friend, than
 all the words I can offer____
   I am pleasing myself with the     



hope of becoming your neighbor, by moving to
Weathersfield,_ as it was M’ Webb’s proposal
I have written him on the subject__ The 
scheme has many attractions, but the weight of
some circumstances weaken their force_ I shall
defer a decision until I see you__ Your judgement
must determine my conduct___
  The Bearer M’ Bagra will return
immediately_ let me hear from you & when I 
may expect you? _ I have taken the liberty to 
enclose a list of a few articles which I hope it 
will be no inconveniency to you to procure__
I would apologize, but am confident your goodness
will find a better excuse than I can offer__
  Make my best regards acceptable to
Mrs Wadsworth mingled with that esteem so
near a connexion to you will ever command
from
   Your obliged & grateful friend
    Theoda Prevost

Sharon Jany 11th 1781   



[Postscript]

M’ Bagra has postponed his journey_ This goes by a 
Teem from Judge Hobert, which is to return immediately___
Your answer directed to his care will reach me___
  Any letters directed to Hyman [&] Bagra at
Salisburg, put in the Hartford Post-office will be handed 
me by him____



[Horizontal]

Col. J. Wadsworth
M’ Bagra __ Hartford_______

[Upside Down] 

Theodosia Prevost
  Jany 11, 1781


